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Depth-dependent Fe spin structures of the remanent state in exchange-coupled Fe/MnF2 films have been
probed using57Fe conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy, both above and well below the MnF2 Néel
temperature.57Fe probe layers were embedded either at the Fe/MnF2 interface or in the center of the Fe film.
Remarkably, exchange bias induces a significant change of the in-plane angular distribution of the Fe magnetic
moments at the interface and inside the Fe film, away from the saturation magnetization direction. Results from
vector magnetometry support these conclusions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exchange coupling between ferromagnet(F) and antifer-
romagnet(AF) films, often manifested in a shifted hysteresis
loop away from zero field,1 has been extensively studied due
to its elusive mechanisms2–4 and important applications in
spin-valve-type devices.5–7 Despite the intense research ef-
forts, understanding the microscopic mechanisms of ex-
change bias(EB) has remained a challenging task.3,4,8–12Of
particular interest are the reversal processes occurring in low
fields, indicative of the domain structures in the F and AF
layers. While AF domains have been featured prominently in
both theoretical13 and experimental14 studies, F domains
have received much less attention.15 Two types of domain
walls may form in the F during magnetization reversal: par-
allel and perpendicular to the interface. Because theintrafer-
romagnetic layer interaction is presumably much stronger
than theinterfacial interaction, most models(except Ref. 3)
neglect the F spin structure perpendicular to the interface(z
direction). The depth dependence of the F or AF spin struc-
tures in EB systems is difficult to obtain experimentally.
Only a limited number of techniques allow the study of bur-
ied magnetic interfaces, such as neutron diffraction,16 mag-
netic dichroism17 (or in conjunction with photoemission
electron microscopy18), and conversion electron Mössbauer
spectroscopy(CEMS).19 Studies of EB interfaces using these
techniques are often challenging. For example, most low-
angle neutron diffraction studies give no indication of struc-
ture in the F due to the AF,15 although some systems exhibit
a depth-dependent magnetization profile20 probably due to
structural complications. Magnetic dichroism reveals thin in-
terdiffused layers,14,21 together with the existence of uncom-
pensated AF spins.14,22 Moreover, parallel14 and
perpendicular23 F-AF coupling were observed during rever-
sal. Mössbauer studies of F-AF bilayers indicate in-plane F
spins,24 although out-of-plane F spin canting was also
observed.25

In this paper, we report on a depth-dependent Mössbauer
study of theeffect of EBon the spin structure of a F/AF
system(Fe/MnF2). By inserting a57Fe probe layer at differ-
ent depth in the Fe layer and using CEMS, we have directly
probed the remanent state Fe spin configurations, above and
below the MnF2 Néel temperaturesTN=67 Kd. Surprisingly,
we find that, in remanence after zero-field cooling(ZFC), the
F-layer spins reconfigure due to the AF ordering.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

Fe-MnF2 and Fe-FeF2 thin films have been extensively
studied,2,15,26–28thus providing an ideal system for this study.
Multilayer samples of 30 Å Al cap / 70 Å Fe(60 Å natural
Fe+10 Å57Fe) / 520 Å MnF2s110d / 160 Å ZnF2s110d were
grown on MgO(100) by electron beam evaporation.26,27 The
ZnF2 buffer layer was deposited at 200 °C, and the MnF2
layer was evaporated at 2 Å/s and 325 °C.26 The Fe(57Fe and
natural Fe) and the Al layers were deposited at 150 °C. A 10
Å 57Fe probe layer was inserted either at the Fe-MnF2 inter-
face (interface sample), or in the center(center sample) of
the Fe layer(35 Å away from the Fe/MnF2 interface) using
95.5% enriched57Fe. Structural characterizations were per-
formed by high-angle x-ray diffraction and grazing-incidence
x-ray reflectivity (GIXR). The MnF2 films are twinned
quasiepitaxial with a(110) orientation, i.e., a compensated
surface with the spins in the interface plane, and the Fe lay-
ers are polycrystalline. Besides the57Fe probe layer, our
samples are comparable to those described earlier.26,27 As
determined by GIXR(Fig. 1), the typical roughness at the
Fe/MnF2 interface is,0.8 nm.

Magnetic hysteresis loops above and below the MnF2
Néel temperature were measured using superconducting
quantum interference device(SQUID) magnetometry(Fig.
2). EB was established by field cooling(FC) the samples in a
H=2.0 kOe magnetic field applied in plane along the
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MgO[001] direction,(x direction) from 150 K to belowTN.
At 10 K, exchange fieldsHE of −59±2 and −55±5 Oe were
observed for the interface and center sample, respectively,
consistent with previous results.26 For CEMS, an alternative
FC procedure was used: the samples were first saturated in
an in-plane field of 4 kOe along MgO[001] at 300 K, then
ZFC in remanence down to lowT, and subsequently mea-
sured atH=0 Oe (“virgin” remanent state). The validity of
this procedure was confirmed by similar FC and ZFC hyster-
esis loops at 10 K(e.g., HE=−54±2 Oe for ZFC) for the
interface sample, as shown in Fig. 2, also consistent with
previous reports.29 Moreover, for comparison with CEMS,
theT dependence of the remanent magnetic moment compo-
nentsml (parallel toH and MgO[001]) andmt (perpendicular
to H and MgO[001]) of the center sample were measured by
vector(SQUID) magnetometry atH=0 Oe during cooling in
remanence(virgin remanent state). The results forml and

total magnetic momentmtot=sml
2+mt

2d1/2 are shown in Fig. 3.
The mt values were found to be one order of magnitude
smaller thanml values, makingml and mtot comparable
within the wholeT range.

For low-T CEMS, we used a channel electron multiplier
mounted inside a He cryostat, and a57Co source(Rh matrix).
The CEMS spectra of the57Fe probe layer provide local
(atomistic) information about the spontaneous angular spin
orientation at various distances from the Fe-MnF2 interface.
By comparing the configurations above and below theTN,
we can distinguish thechangeof Fe spins caused by the
MnF2 ordering. At eachT, the Fe spin configuration in the
virgin remanent state(averaged over 10 Å in depth) is deter-
mined from the intensity ratio of the second(fifth) and the
third (fourth) line, R23= I2/ I3, of the Zeeman-split Mössbauer
sextet.19,30 If the magnetic hyperfine field(hf) BHF (antipar-
allel to the Fe spin direction) at the57Fe nucleus forms an
anglec with the Mössbauerg-ray direction(cf. Fig. 4, top),
then R23=4 sin2c / s1+cos2cd.30 In-plane spin configuration
can only be probed withcÞ90°, e.g., when theg ray incides
at an anglef with respect to the sample plane(Fig. 4, top).
In the more general case, when the Fe spin direction has an
angular distribution,Pswd, in the sample plane[wherew is
the azimuth angle relative to the saturation magnetization
sMsd axis x], the intensity ratio is given by30

R23 =E
0

2p 1 − cos2f cos2 w

1 + cos2f cos2 w
Pswddw withE

0

2p

Pswddw = 1.

Two simple models can be assumed forPswd: (i) all Fe spins
point only in one direction(with +w and -w being equiva-
lent); (ii ) a steplike angular spin distribution, i.e., the Fe
spins are uniformly distributed inside an aperture ±Dw (rela-
tive to theMs direction) in a fanlike manner. The orientation
w of the Fe spins in case(i), or the angular spin aperture 2Dw
in case(ii ), may be obtained from the measuredR23 ratio.30

FIG. 1. Low-angle x-ray reflectivity data for the interface
sample(solid line), along with the best least-squares fit(dashed
line). The obtained Fe/MnF2 interface roughness(rms value) is
8.5 Å.

FIG. 2. SQUID hysteresis loops for the Fe+57Fe / MnF2(110)
interface sample: field cooled, at 10 K(full circles) and at 80 K
(crosses), and also at 10 K in the virgin remanent state(full
triangles).

FIG. 3. T dependence of remanentml (open triangles) andmtot

(solid triangles) of the center sample measured forH=0 Oe during
ZFC from 150 to 10 K. The prior saturation magnetizationml (open
circle) andmtot (full circle) of the sample atH=2 kOe and 150 K is
also shown. The exchange fieldHE (also shown, asterisks) of the
center sample was measured during warming up from 10 K after
ZFC to 10 K.
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Using the procedures just discussed, CEMS spectra were
obtained with theg ray perpendicularsf=90°d and at an
anglef=45° relative to the sample surface(xy plane) and to
the Ms direction. The CEMS spectra of the interface sample
are shown in Fig. 4 for the 90° and 45° geometries at(a) 80
and (b) 18 K for f=90°, and at(c) 80 and (d) 18 K for
f=45°. The spectra were least-squares fitted with a pure
a-Fe ( BHF=33.9 T at 18 K) dominant sextet and a weak
component with a hf distribution(not shown) to account for
the chemical intermixing at the very Fe-MnF2 interface. At
f=90°, the best fits of the spectra were obtained for an in-
tensity ratioR23=4.0 for both subspectra at 80 and 18 K,
implying that the Fe spins of the57Fe layer rest entirely in
plane. At f=45° [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)], there is an obvious
change of theR23 ratio with T: R23=1.9s1d at 80 K, increas-

ing to R23=2.7s1d at 18 K. Note that for unidirectional(or
uniaxial) spin orientation, along the remanent magnetization
(RM) direction, i.e., forc=f=45° andw=0°, the theoretical
R23 value of 4/3=1.33 (Ref. 30) is much lower than the
measured value. The weak interfacial contribution(of only
;15% of the total integrated intensity and sameR23 ratio as
the a-Fe sextet) does not affect in any way the conclusions
of this paper and, therefore, is not further discussed.

CEMS spectra for the center sample are shown in Figs.
4(e)–4(h) and were least-squares fitted with aa-Fe sextet.
For perpendicular incidence[Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)], the mea-
surements again giveR23 =4.0, indicating complete in-plane
Fe spin alignment in the centered57Fe probe layer. For
f=45°,R23=2.3s1d at 80 K[Fig. 4(g)], andR23=2.6s1d at 18
K [Fig. 4(h)]. Note that at 18 K, belowTN, the R23 ratio is
essentially the same as that of the interface sample, whereas
at 80 K, aboveTN, their R23 values are different.

III. DISCUSSION

The changes ofR23 upon cooling from 80 to 18 K show
that the EB induces a significant in-plane rotation of the
Fe spins, which causes an angular changeDc between the
g-ray direction and theaverageorientation of the Fe spins
(or of BHF) of ,11° and,4° at the interface and the center
of the Fe layers, respectively. The observed changes ofR23
on cooling the interface sample to 18 K are consistent
either (i) with a uniform (unidirectional or bidirectional)
in-plane rotation of unidirectionally aligned interfacial Fe
spins by a difference in anglefws18 Kd–ws80 Kdg of 20°
away from the RM direction, or(ii ) with an increase of
f2Dws18 Kd–2Dws80 Kdg by 90° of the interfacial in-plane
Fe spin fanning away from the RMsxd direction. For the
center sample, although it shows a smaller change inR23 on
cooling belowTN, the R23 value at 18 K indicates a similar
Fe spin structure to that of the interface sample. Thus, the
remanent F spin structure in the EB state is similar, at or
away from the F-AF interface. Our results are summarized in
Table I.

At 80 K, aboveTN, the difference inR23 between the
center and interface samples(Table I) could be attibuted to
the different remanent domain configurations, caused by
small variations in sample microstructures(evidenced by
small differences inHE). However, after EB is established
belowTN, the Fe spins in both samples rearrange themselves
to a very similar configuration. In twinned MnF2(110) on
MgO(100) the easy axes of the MnF2 domains are oriented
such that[110]MnF2i [110]MgO or [001]MnF2i [110]MgO.
Thus the MnF2 spins are at ±45° with the FeMs direction
along [001]MgO, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a).

FIG. 4. Top: Schematic illustration of the CEMS geometry. Bot-
tom: CEMS spectra of 10 Å57Fe probe layer at the Fe/MnF2(110)
interface for(a), (b) f=90° and(c), (d) f=45° geometries, at(a),
(c) 80 K and(b), (d) 18 K. The corresponding CEMS spectra of a
10 Å 57Fe probe layer at the center of the 70-Å-thick Fe film on
MnF2(110) are shown in(e)–(h).

TABLE I. R23 ratio and the corresponding anglesw, 2Dw, andc (in degrees) for the interface and center
samples at thef=45° geometry, above(80 K) and well below(18 K) TN.

T (K) Interface sample Center sample

R23 w 2Dw c R23 w 2Dw c

80 1.9(1) 32 110 53 2.3(1) 42 160 59

18 2.7(1) 52 200 64 2.6(1) 50 185 63
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The present results demonstrate that due to the exchange
coupling with the MnF2 spins, independent of the model
used, the Fe spins in the virgin remanent state reorient to-
wards the AF spin directions, which are at ±45° relative to
the MgO[001] direction. Schematic illustrations of this reori-
entation are shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) for rotation (two
equivalent directions) and fanning, respectively.31

Our conclusions from CEMS are supported by theT de-
pendence ofml andmtot for the center sample(Fig. 3). Upon
ZFC from 150 K,ml andmtot first remain constant down to
TN=67 K, then show a maximum at; 49 K (whose origin is
not yet understood), followed by a significant decrease on
cooling to 10 K. The decrease ofml andmtot is the indication
of rotation (or fanning) away from the MgO[001] direction
due to EB, in accordance with CEMS. Moreover, the ob-
served very smallmt suggests that(averaged over the entire
sample) this rotation or fanning is bidirectional, i.e., sym-
metrical with respect to the MgO[001] axis. After ZFC to 10
K, we measured sequentially the following values:
ml =0.9482s2d310−4 emu at H=0 Oe (virgin remanence),
msat=1.234s104d310−4 emu (saturation moment) by apply-
ing H=2 kOe and thenml =1.106s4d310−4 emu (conven-
tional remanence) again atH=0 Oe. Note that there is a
;16 % difference betweenml at virgin and conventional
remanence. Using theseml values, a simple calculation al-

lows us to estimate the bidirectional rotation(or fanning)
anglesw (or Dw) for the center sample at 10 K, as follows:
w= ±40° (Dw= ±70°) at virgin remanence, being in fair
agreement with CEMS results at 18 K(Table I, center
sample), and w= ±26° sDw= ±42°d at conventional rema-
nence.

IV. SUMMARY

We have used CEMS to determine the spin structure of
57Fe probe layers embedded in a Fe layer exchange coupled
to a twinned MnF2s110d layer. The change of the Mössbauer
line intensity ratio R23 below TN demonstrates in a model
free way that, in remanence, EB induces a significant change
of the in-plane angular spin distribution of the Fe spins. In
particular, the Fe spins orient bidirectionally towards the
MnF2 spin directions, which are at6 45° relative to the
MgO[001] direction. Our observations are corroborated by
vector magnetometry of the remanentml and mt. After the
exchange coupling is established, the resulting Fe spin struc-
ture at the interface is similar to that in the center of the Fe
film. Out-of-plane Fe spin canting in the Fe/MnF2s110d bi-
layers is ruled out.25 It has been proposed15 for Fe on
twinned MnF2s110d and twinned FeF2s110d that the
MgO[001] direction between the6 45° AF spin directions
constitute an easy axis for the Fe magnetization belowTN,
due to frustration of the perpendicular coupling32 between
AF and F spins in a twinned system. Our results demon-
strate, however, that microscopically, in theremanent state
below TN, the Fe spins rotate(or fan) spontaneouslyaway
from this easy direction. We speculate that fanning at rema-
nence might occur as the result of competing interactions
(perpendicular coupling, dipolar interactions) in a twinned
system.
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